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To learn more about our innovative line of dry cleaning automation products, please call your authorized
White Conveyors’ distributor. To see an OAS in operation, please visit our website section
“Products -> SUV-OAS Automated Assemby System” .
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Automatic assembly of customer orders has never been easier - or more affordable.
The SUV-OAS Automated Order Assembly System is designed
to help make your business more competitive and profitable.
Easy to use
Reduces Labor Costs
Increases Productivity
Assembles over 2000 pieces per shift
Interfaces with all major POS systems
Can utilize a bar-code or RFID chip system
Computer touch screen with
easy-to-read instructions
Highly accurate and reliable
Fast return on investment
Proudly made in the USA with quick
customer-service support

Saves time.
Saves money.
The OAS Pays for itself.

ROI:

18 months or less

Manual assembly typically requires employees
walking back and forth in a large designated area
and requires multiple employees in most cases.
This is time consuming, inefficient, prone to
human error and leads to employee fatigue.
By contrast, the OAS requires only one operator.
Besides significantly reducing your labor
costs, it greatly increases productivity and
order accuracy, reduces fatigue, and improves
employee morale. Savings from reduced labor
costs combined with increased productivity
typically result in a return on investment of 18
months or less.
The system is delivered fully assembled, and can
be operational the same day. As an option, it can
be mounted on wheels for mobility or storage.
White Conveyors’ OAS is the perfect solution to
expand your existing business, improve customer
service and increase profits. Order Assembly
couldn’t be easier.

A comparison between manual
assembly and White’s semi-automated
solution reveals the unmistakable
advantages of the OAS.
MANUAL ASSEMBLY

Walking back and forth in a
large designated area
Often requires multiple employees
Time consuming
Inefficient
Prone to human error
Employee fatigue

The Process
Using the customer order information already
captured by your point of sale system, the OAS
organizes and tracks all the garments in every order.
After finishing, the garments are brought to the
OAS load station. When the first piece of an order
is scanned, the “bi-directional” system assigns and
delivers the next available slot via the quickest path.
When the last piece of an order is scanned, the
OAS presents the order slot and prints a convenient
pre-punched assembly ticket, which is easily hung
on the hanger.
In addition, an audible alert is sounded and the load/
unload station monitor instructs the operator to
remove the completed order to be tied and bagged.

Requires only one operator
Reduces labor cost
Saves space - small footprint
Increases productvity
Increases order accuracy
Reduces fatigue
improves employee moral

The OAS Order Assembly System utilizes only
the highest quality components. Even in the
most demanding environments, you will be
assured your White Conveyor will deliver the
legendary performance and relentless reliability
that have become the hallmark of White
Conveyors’ products.
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